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Featured Application: This method can be applied to the task of automatic extraction of triples
in unstructured text.

Abstract: Open domain relation prediction is an important task in triples extraction. When faced with
the task of constructing large-scale knowledge graph systems, with the exception of structured data,
it is necessary to automatically extract triples from a large amount of unstructured text to expand
entities and relations. Although a large number of English open relation prediction methods have
achieved good performance, the high-performance system for open domain Chinese triples extraction
remains undeveloped due to the lack of large-scale Chinese annotation corpora and the difficulty
of Chinese language processing. In this paper, we propose an integrated open domain Chinese
triples hierarchical extraction method (CTHE) to solve this problem, considering the advantages of
Bi-LSTM-CRF and Att-Bi-GRU models based on the pre-trained BERT encoding model. This method
can recognize the named entities from Chinese sentences to establish entity pairs, and implement
hierarchical extraction of specific and open relations based on the user-defined schema library
and attention mechanism. The experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of this method,
which achieved stable performance on the test dataset, and better precision and F1-score in comparison
with state-of-the-art Chinese open domain triples extraction methods. Furthermore, a large-scale
annotated dataset for a Chinese named entity recognition (NER) task is established, which provides
support for research on Chinese NER tasks.

Keywords: named entity recognition; open relation prediction; information extraction; CTHE

1. Introduction

To automatically expand new knowledge, obtaining new structured knowledge from massive
amounts of unstructured data has become a popular research issue. Knowledge extraction technology
represented by entity relation extraction has been successful. In recent years, in particular, supervised
learning models have greatly promoted the development of specific relation triples extraction.
However, compared with the complex challenges of extracting open relation triples in actual scenarios,
some limitations remain with the existing methods. It is thus necessary to develop effective methods to
resolve the problems of open domain triples extraction arising from actual scenario requirements.

Traditional entity-relation triples extraction methods usually have a pre-defined closed relation set
and, in previous research, tasks have been converted into a relation classification problem with good
results. However, under the open relation triples extraction scenario, the text contains a large number
of open entity relations, which far exceeds the number of pre-defined relation types. In this case,
the traditional relation classification models cannot directly and effectively obtain the new type of
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relations between entities in the text. Determining a means to automatically discover new relations
between entity pairs and implement open relation triples extraction remains a challenge.

To achieve the extraction of open relation triples, some scholars have proposed the task of
open relation extraction (ORE), which is dedicated to extract the relation facts between entities from
unstructured text. Recently, Ruidong Wu [1] proposed a supervised open relation triples extraction
framework that implements the free switching of supervised and weakly supervised modes through
the relation siamese network (RSN), which can simultaneously use supervised data and unsupervised
data of new relations in unstructured text to jointly learn the semantic similarity of different relation
facts. Specifically, the RSN uses a siamese network structure to learn the deep semantic features of the
relation samples and the semantic similarity between them from the labeled data of the pre-defined
relation, which can be used to calculate the semantic similarity of the text containing the open relation.
However, Tianyu Gao [2] proposed that for a new type of open relation, a few precise examples are
needed as seeds, and a pre-trained relation siamese network method can be used to train an extraction
model suitable for the new type of relation.

This paper proposes an integrated open domain Chinese triples hierarchical extraction method
to combine the advantages of deep learning with unsupervised algorithms and effectively expand
the generalization ability of the open relation triples extraction model. The main contributions of this
paper are as follows:

a) We propose an integrated open domain Chinese triples hierarchical extraction method with
BERT-based deep learning and unsupervised learning algorithms.

b) Based on the segmentation strategy of dynamically adding a user-defined entities dictionary,
we implement a simple and efficient open relation triples automatic extraction algorithm based
on attention mechanism.

c) A large-scale Chinese named entity recognition dataset is constructed, which provides a support
for carrying out Chinese named entity recognition tasks.

2. Related Work

Triples extraction is one of the core tasks in the field of information extraction. It has been
continuously researched for more than 20 years. Feature engineering [3], kernel methods [4–6],
and graph models [7] have been widely used, and some staged results have been achieved.
With the development of deep learning, neural network models have achieved breakthroughs in
triples extraction.

Named entity recognition is a prerequisite for relation prediction. A series of results have been
achieved using machine learning algorithms to automatically recognize named entities in sentences.
For named entity recognition tasks, CRF [8] and Bi-LSTM-CRF [9] are two well-known methods.

For traditional relation classification tasks, it is effective to use feature engineering and machine
learning algorithms to achieve relation classification, such as bootstrapping [10] and SVM [11]. In recent
years, with the development of deep learning, many studies based on neural networks [12] have
achieved good performance. Among these, on public datasets for specific relation extraction tasks,
the popular methods of recent years have been Att-based LSTM [13] and Att-based CNN [14–16].

With further research, some scholars have combined named entity recognition and relation
extraction to put forward some joint entity-relation extraction models [17]. Related research shows that
the better-performing method uses a novel labeling strategy for jointly modeling of entity-relations [18,19].

In addition to the triple extraction of a specific relation, extraction of triples for open relations from
unstructured text has also been recognized as a highly important task. In recent years, preliminary results
have been obtained for the automatic extraction of triples within unstructured Chinese text. The more
well-known methods are CORE [20], UnCORE [21], and DSNFs-based ORE [22]. In addition, with the
advent of the attention mechanism [23] and large-scale pre-training language model BERT [24],
many new records have been set for natural language processing tasks. Some studies have used
these approaches to complete relation classification [25–27] and have achieved a higher accuracy.
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In addition, Cui [28] proposed a multi-layered encoder-decoder framework to generate relation tuples.
Inspired by the above studies, in this paper we propose an open domain Chinese triples hierarchical
extraction method.

3. The Proposed CTHE Method

3.1. The Overall Method

To overcome the shortcomings of the existing triples extraction methods, we proposed an open
domain Chinese triples extraction method. This method is a hierarchical framework, which combines
five modules to achieve the triples extraction task with open relations.

� Named Entity Recognition Module: this module aims to extract all named entities from the input
original sentence, and combine some simple rules to form all the entity pairs that may have
a relation.

� Schema Match Module: this module aims to use a specific schema library to filter entity pairs for
a specific pattern.

� BERT-based Att-Bi-GRU Specific Relation Prediction Module: this module aims to apply the
BERT-based Att-Bi-GRU model to finish the prediction of all the specific relations.

� Relation Check and Confidence Discrimination Module: this module aims to check unknown
relation and automatically determine the confidence of the predicted result by the BERT-based
Att-Bi-GRU model.

� Open Relation Prediction Module: this module aims to achieve entity relation prediction under
non-specific, unknown classification, and low-confidence specific relation based on traditional
sentence semantic dependency parse.

By combining named entity recognition, supervised learning methods with relation classification,
and unsupervised learning methods with relation extraction, we built an integrated open domain
Chinese triples hierarchical extraction framework. The overall framework of our model is shown in
Figure 1. It is worth noting that all modules in the entire system are not independent, and they have a
strict logical flow between input and output.
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3.2. Named Entity Recognition Module

According to the aims of the named entity recognition module, the module implements two main
functions. First, it accurately recognizes all named entities from the original sentence, including the
entity name and the corresponding entity type. Second, it combines some simple rules to establish
the entity pairs that may have a certain relation. Each entity pair includes five main parts: the head
entity, the tail entity, their corresponding types, and the original sentence content. For the named entity
recognition part, the BERT-based Bi-LSTM-CRF model is constructed. The framework of this model
was shown in Figure 2.
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In this model, a five-level BIOSE tagging system is used to complete the tagging tasks for all
corpus. The embedding layer of the model implements the conversion of character vector by the
Chinese-BERT-Base. This is then followed by a Bi-LSTM network layer, a hidden layer, and a CRF
layer (for the detailed calculation process of these layers, please see reference [9]). Finally, the sequence
labeled results are output. According to the results of the entity list, we can quickly obtain all entity
pairs. First, these entities are sorted based on the position in which they first appeared in the original
sentence. Then, from the beginning to end, they are combined to establish the entity pair with
one-to-one matching. The entity that appears at the front is determined as the head entity, and the
entity that appears last is the tail entity. For example, we input an original sentence “Obama graduated
from Harvard University”. The named entity recognition model output the entity list as [Obama-PER,
Harvard University-ORG], and we can establish the entity pair as (Obama, PER, Harvard University,
ORG, Obama graduated from Harvard University). Finally, all reasonable entity pairs are selected
based on the filtering rules of the entity pair type. For example, if the type of the head entity and the
tail entity is DATE-to-DATE, there may be no meaningful relation between the two entities, and it
should be removed from the entity pairs list. However, if the type of entity pair is PER-to-ORG, it will
be retained. Thus, we can identify all potential entity pairs.

3.3. Schema Match Module

The aim of the schema match module is to select certain entity pairs with a specific pattern based
on the type of head entity and tail entity. These patterns can be designed according to the user’s
requirements. For example, the entity pair pattern that the user mostly cares about is the head entity type
as person and the tail entity type as local. Then, we add a pattern (subject_type: PER, object_type: LOC)
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to the schema. It is worth noting that each pattern may map to multiple relations. For the case pattern
above, the possible relations are birthplace or nationality. For any entity pair, if there is a corresponding
pattern in the schemas, the BERT-based Att-Bi-GRU model will be used to obtain the specific relation.
Otherwise, the open relation prediction module will be used to obtain the open relation.

3.4. BERT-Based Att-Bi-GRU Specific Relation Prediction Module

The main goal of this module is to accurately predict the entity pair relation with a specific
pattern. If the entity pair meets this pattern, the trained BERT-based Att-Bi-GRU model is used
to predict the relation. For example, we input the entity pair (Obama, PER, Harvard University,
ORG, Obama graduated from Harvard University), and output the possible prediction result as
Graduated_University (Obama, Harvard University). The framework of the BERT-based Att-Bi-GRU
is shown in Figure 3. The model contains Input, Word segmentation, BERT embedding, Bi-GRU,
Attention, Concat, Normalized, and Output layers. As a supervised method, it requires annotation
corpora to complete the training of the model. The input sample includes a head entity, a tail
entity, an original sentence, and the relation. For the word segmentation layer, we used the pyhanlp
(pyhanlp-0.1.66-cp35) module. It is important to note that to improve the accuracy of segmentation,
all of the entities from named entity recognition results are added into the user-defined dictionary in
the segmentation stage.
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The BERT embedding layer is based on the fine-tuned pre-trained Chinese-BERT-wwm-ext vector
embedding model to obtains the vector transform results [x1, x2, . . . , xk] of all words. The remaining
layers are implemented using the functions provided by Tensorflow (Tensorflow-1.12.0-cp35).
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The calculation formulas of the Bi-GRU layer and attention layer are as follows. For each word
t, the GRU cell unit computes ht with input xt and previous state ht−1, as:

rt = σ(Wrxt + Urht−1) (1)

ut = σ(Wuxt + Uuht−1) (2)

h̃t = tan h(Wcxt + U(rt � ht−1)) (3)

ht = (1− ut) � ht−1 + ut � h̃t (4)

where ht is hidden state, rt is reset gate, and ut is update gate. Wr, Wu, Wc, and Ur, Uu, U represent the
parameters of GRU. σ is sigmoid function, and � refers to the production with element-wise.

For the word t, we use the hidden state→
ht

and←
ht

to represent the encode results from the forward

and backward GRU. Then, we use the concatenation ht = [→
ht

;←
ht
] as the output of the Bi-GRU layer of

word t.
For the task of relation classification of the entity pair, to find the hidden features between the

head entity and tail entity, we introduced a position detection attention mechanism to calculate the
weight of each word. The feature vector hT of the word t is defined as a weighted sum, which is
computed as follows:

hT =
k∑

i=1

αihi (5)

where hi is the i-th cell unit output of the Bi-GRU layer. In addition, the αi was calculated as followed:

αi = Awi + B (6) (6)

wi =

{
0, t < Set[head entity, tail entity]
1, t ∈ Set[head entity, tail entity]

(7)

where, Set[head entity, tail entity] is the word set between the head entity and tail entity in the original
sentence, k is the total number of words in the original sentence, t is the t-th word in the original
sentence, and A, B are the parameters of the network. In our method, we pay more attention to the
words between the head entity and tail entity.

3.5. Relation Check and Confidence Discrimination Module

In this module, the main goal is to automatically check the relation. First, it will check the
unknown relation. Unknown relation means that the current model cannot predict its relation and
proceed directly to the open relation prediction module. Second, if the relation is known, then the
model will give the relation R with the largest probability value. At this time, the probability value p
(calculated by the SoftMax function) will be mapped to the confidence level CL. Next, it is determined
if the confidence level is lower than a certain threshold value C. If CL ≥ C, the relation R will be output,
and the prediction ends; otherwise, it means that the confidence of the predicted relation is low, and it
will directly go to the open relation prediction module.

3.6. Open Relation Prediction Module

This module aims to achieve entity relation prediction results under non-specific, unknown
classification, and low-confidence specific patterns via sentence semantic dependency parse. In this
module, we designed the extraction function to realize the prediction of open relations. First, we used
the pyhanlp module to derive the CONLL format of the sentence. Second, we use an open relation
extraction algorithm (#ORE Algorithm) to extract the open relation.
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Algorithm 1 #ORE Algorithm

Input: head entity, tail entity, sentence dependency parse result (CONLL format).
Parameter: ParentID, Subject, Predicate, Object
Output: predicted relation between head entity and tail entity.

1: Let ParentID = −1, Subject = [], Predicate = [], Object = []
2: For W in CONLL.list:
3: if W.rel == ‘HED’:
4: ParentID=W.ID
5: Predicate.append(W.word)
6: if W.parentID==ParentID:
7: if W.rel == ‘CMP’:
8: Predicate.append(W.word)
9: break
10: else:
11: break
12: For W in CONLL [0:ParentID)]:
13: if W.rel in [‘SBV’] and W.parentID <= ParentID):
14: Subject.append(W.word)
15: break
16: For W in CONLL[ParentID:len(CONLL.list)]:
17: if W.rel in [‘VOB’, ‘IOB’, ‘FOB’, ‘POB’] and W.parentID >= ParentID):
18: Object.append(W.word)
19: break
20: if (Subject[0] in head entity) and (Object[0] in tail entity) and (len(Predicate[0])>0):
21: Return "".join(Predicate)
22: else:
23: Return ‘unknown’

To improve the accuracy of the sentence dependency parse, we also add all of the entities from
named entity recognition results into the user-defined dictionary in the segmentation stage. Figure 4
shows the result of the sample sentence dependency parse of Section 3.2.
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From Figure 4, it is easy to find that the relation of the entity pair (奥巴马: Obama, 哈佛大学:
Harvard University) is (毕业于: graduated), because the result of sentence dependency parse with
(毕业于: graduated) is Root->(HED+CMP).

4. Experiments

Dataset. We finished the experiments based on the public dataset of the Chinese Language
and Smart Technology Information Extraction (CLSTIE). The framework of our method consists
of the named entity recognition and specific relation prediction. First, we constructed a dataset
#CLSTIE-NER (named entity recognition based on CLSTIE). For the specific relation prediction task,
we used a sub-dataset #RC from CLSTIE. Our train-val-test dataset used a division ratio of 0.8:0.15:0.05.
The statistical information of the two datasets is shown in Tables 1 and 2.
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Table 1. The statistical info of the Chinese Language and Smart Technology Information Extraction
named entity recognition (#CLSTIE-NER) dataset.

Corpus Language Samples Size Entity Categories Entity Size

Chinese 194,747 25 860,000+

Table 2. The statistical info of #RC dataset.

Corpus Language Samples Size Schema Size Specific Relation Size Triples Size

Chinese 194,747 22 33 430,000+

We also constructed a small-scale independent test dataset, #ORP-Test, from Chinese Wikipedia
to evaluate our proposed entire open relation hierarchical prediction method. It covered a total of
500 representative sentences, and all of the entity pairs and relations were labeled by humans.

Metrics. We measured all of the results in terms of Precision (P), Recall (R), and F1-score (F1) in
our experiments. It should be noted that F1-score is a comprehensive indicator, and its calculation is
as follows:

F1 =
2× P×R

P + R
(8)

This metric combines the effects of Precision and Recall. When the F1-score is higher, it shows that
the method has a better performance. In our experiment, the micro-average method was used for the
above indicators.

4.1. Experimental Design

The experiment fully evaluates the performance of our models in named entity recognition,
specific relation prediction, and open relation prediction tasks. We designed three different comparison
experiments. The first used the #CLSTIE-NER dataset to measure the performance of the BERT-based
Bi-LSTM-CRF model. Secondly, the CLSTIE-train and CLSTIE-dev sub-dataset #RC was used to verify
the performance of the BERT-based Att-Bi-GRU model. Finally, we used the #ORP-Test dataset to
measure the entire open relation hierarchical prediction method.

4.2. Experimental Results and Analysis

Experimental parameter settings. In our experiments, there were some differences in core
parameter settings between different models. The detailed description is shown in Table 3.

Table 3. The core parameters settings of fine-tuned BERT-based encoding model.

Model Name Value Name Value

BERT-based
Bi-LSTM-CRF

max_seq_length 128 batch_size 4
learning_rate 5 × 10−5 num_labels 25
dropout_keep_prob 0.5 train_epoch 10
task_name NER bert_model_dir chinese_L-12_H-768_A-12

BERT-based
Att-Bi-GRU

max_seq_length 128 batch_size 8
learning_rate 2 × 10−5 num_relations 33
dropout_keep_prob 0.5 train_epoch 12
task_name RC bert_model_dir chinese_wwm_ext_L-12_H-768_A-12

In the experiment, considering that our machine configuration was limited, we set the maximum
batch_size to 8. It is strongly recommended that that is updated according to the actual configuration
of the machine being used.

Results and Analysis. According to the introduction of the experimental design section, to evaluate
different tasks, three groups of comparative experiments were carried out. For the NER task, we conducted
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relevant experiments on the #CLSTIE-NER dataset, and selected CRF [8] and Bi-LSTM-CRF [9] as the
baseline models. The experimental results are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. The optimal results of different models on #CLSTIE-NER dataset.

Model Name Ave Precision Ave Recall Ave F1-Score (%)

CRF 85.23 77.64 81.26

Bi-LSTM-CRF 87.34 82.15 84.67

BERT-based Bi-LSTM-CRF 90.51 85.27 87.81

Compared with the baseline models, the results in Table 4 show that our model was superior among
all indicators, and the average Precision, Recall, and F1-score reached 90.51%, 85.27%, and 87.81%,
respectively, on the experimental dataset. The performance of the CRF model was slightly worse, with
an F1-score of 81.26%.

For the specific relation prediction task, we conducted relevant experiments on the #RC dataset,
and selected DepNN [12], Att-based Bi-LSTM [13], Att-based CNN [16], and BERT-based Att-Bi-LSTM
as the baseline models. The experimental results are shown in Table 5.

Table 5. The optimal results of different models on #RC dataset.

Model Name Ave Precision Ave Recall Ave F1-Score (%)

DepNN 83.19 81.04 82.1

Att-based Bi-LSTM 88.49 86.62 87.55

Att-based CNN 89.57 87.03 88.28

BERT-based Att-Bi-LSTM 89.37 86.95 88.14

BERT-based Att-Bi-GRU 89.81 87.88 88.83

For the specific relation prediction task, the results in Table 5 show that our model was better than
all baseline models. Relative to the DepNN method, our model indicators increased by more than 6%.
After adding BERT encoding, the classification performance of the model was effectively improved.

For the entire open relation prediction task, we conducted the experiment on the #ORP-Test
dataset and selected ZORE [20], UnCORE [21], and DSNFs-based ORE [22] as the baseline models.
The results are shown in Table 6.

Table 6. The optimal results of CTHE method on #ORP-Test.

Model Name Ave Precision Ave Recall Ave F1-Score (%)

ZORE 62.39 69.51 65.76

UnCORE 80.43 49.76 61.48

DSNFs-based ORE 83.67 59.12 69.28

CTHE (Ours) 84.74 61.39 71.2

According to the results of Table 6, our model had a higher comprehensive performance than the
other three baseline models. Precision and F1-score reached 84.74% and 71.2%, and were at least 1.07%
higher than those of the baseline models.

Case Analysis. Here, two simple cases are shown in Table 7 to illustrate our method.
In Table 7, the predict entity list refers to the named entity recognition results obtained by the

algorithm, and the target entity list refers to the results of human annotation. In addition, the predicted
triples represent all triples predicted by the algorithm, and target triples represent the results of
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all triples labeled by humans. According to the results, we know that named entity recognition
performance is reliable. However, in open relation prediction, the effect is better for short sentences,
and for longer compound sentences, some triples may be lost. For example, the triple President
(Donald Trump, US) was lost in case II.

Table 7. Case analysis of CTHE method.

Case I 奥巴马毕业于哈佛大学。
Obama Graduated from Harvard University.

Predict Entity list [奥巴马,哈佛大学] [Obama, Harvard University].

Target Entity list [奥巴马,哈佛大学] [Obama, Harvard University].

Predicted triples 毕业于(奥巴马,哈佛大学) [Graduated (Obama, Harvard University)].

Target triples 毕业于(奥巴马,哈佛大学) [Graduated (Obama, Harvard University)].

Case II 唐纳德·特朗普生于纽约,是美国第45任总统。
Born in New York, Donald Trump is the 45th president of the US.

Predict Entity list [美国,唐纳德·特朗普,纽约] [US, Donald Trump, New York].

Target Entity list [美国,唐纳德·特朗普,纽约] [US, Donald Trump, New York].

Predicted triples 国籍(美国,唐纳德·特朗普) [Nationality(US, Donald Trump)],
出生地(纽约,唐纳德·特朗普) [Birthplace(New York, Donald Trump)].

Target triples
总统(唐纳德·特朗普,美国) [President(Donald Trump, US)],
国籍(美国,唐纳德·特朗普) [Nationality(US, Donald Trump)],
出生地(纽约,唐纳德·特朗普) [Birthplace(New York, Donald Trump)].

5. Discussion

Here we provide a discussion based on the two dimensions of parameter sensitivity analysis and
shortages summary.

Sensitivity Analysis. Here we conduct core parameter sensitivity analysis for BERT-based
Bi-LSTM-CRF, BERT-based Att-Bi-GRU, and CTHE methods. For the first two methods, we analyzed
the number of training epochs, and during the open relation prediction, we analyzed the value of
confidence threshold C; the analysis results are illustrated in Figure 5.
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From Figure 5a,b we can observe that the number of epochs has a large effect on experimental
performance. When the number of epochs was 10 and 12, the performance of BERT-based Bi-LSTM-CRF
and BERT-based Att-Bi-GRU models is optimal. From Figure 5c, we find that the CTHE method
achieved a higher F1-score when the confidence threshold C-value was between 0.6 and 0.9. In our
experiment, we set it to 0.85 because it took some time to train the model. During the tuning process,
we only conducted 12 different experiments. Therefore, we expect future researchers can further
optimize the parameter settings of the model.

Shortages Summary. First, our hierarchical prediction method is dependent on the accuracy of
named entity recognition. If the performance of the entity recognition model is too low, some entities
will be lost. Second, in the open relation prediction module, relation losses may occur even if
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we dynamically add entities to a custom dictionary to improve the accuracy of segmentation and
dependency parse.

Second, the experimental results show that our method is effective for entity-relation prediction
of non-composite sentences, and it may miss triples for entity-relation extraction from some long
compound sentences. Finally, it is worth noting that our model can only predict one kind of relation
between entity pairs, and it cannot predict multiple relations of entity pairs. Our method only supports
multiple relation prediction for the specific relation prediction between entity pairs. For the prediction
of open relations, it cannot support multiple relation prediction. Therefore, as an integrated knowledge
extraction method, it does not support the prediction of multiple relations between entity pairs.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

This article proposes an open domain Chinese triples hierarchical extraction method that resolves
open relation triples extraction problems. It builds an integrated method for open relation triples
extraction by combining deep learning and unsupervised learning. Experiments on the human
annotated test dataset showed good performance.

The biggest advantage is that our method has the ability of both supervised and unsupervised
learning methods. For the triples extraction task, our method completes not only specific relation
prediction with Chinese entity pairs but also open relation prediction for Chinese entity pairs.

Important future research directions are improving the performance of open relation prediction
by combining external knowledge graphs and enhancing the architecture of the method to support
multiple relation prediction between Chinese entity pairs.
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